NOTES: - The Intern 2015 – Directed by: Nancy Meyers – 2015
Produced in American for an American audience.
Setting & Location – Workplace & Home
Workplace 50/50 with male and female employees
Female who owns the company – Anne Hathaway. Mid 30’s, married
with one child and a successful fashion online company.
Female reception
Female secretary
The male employees who are young (mid 20’s) are represented playful,
fun, energetic, ditzy at times, carefree. Clothing – no tie, playful attire.
Don’t shave everyday.
Comparison – Ben (Robert Deniro) plays the Intern. An older (70) male
who is represented, sharp, dressed classy and knows how to treat a
women.
MOTIF- The handkerchief. This is referred to a lot in the narrative. It
represents the male figure and the female need for the male figure.
Anne’s character, although successful is represented at times, weak
and vulnerable. Crying. Lacking time with her female. She dresses smart
but still is often related to by her sexual appearance. Indicating to the
audience that sexism still plays an active role in the workplace.
Stay at home dad. He is represented as fun, cheeky and initially comes
across to the audience as the NANNY. It is only until we see the two
characters embrace in a kiss that we realise he is in fact the stay at
home dad. His character over plays his role as if he is trying to prove to
the audience how un natural his role is as the person who raises the
child.
Anne, “I hate girls who cry at work”
Anne “Sexism in the workplace in 2015”
Older men educating generation on how to court a women. He
explains that women cry and therefore you need to carry a
handkerchief.
Ben “Men went from men to boys”
Anne, “Generation of, “You go girl”

At the birthday party all the young girls are still wearing pink. This is
made fun of by the leading two characters on screen.
All mums still taking the children to the birthday parties.
Affair represents = Success of a women in business takes away her
husbands man-hood. So to feel like a man he has to get a girlfriend.
“Such is life” – A comment referring to Feminism rant. You should be
able to have a successful career and have your husband not cheat on
you.
Ben’s character crying watching the TV in the hotel room. Man – Real
men in the 2015 can cry.

